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Introduction

No history of reform proposals for the schooling of our children
would be complete without a chapter on education vouchers. Voucher
systems have fro uently been offered as an effective way to solve many

of the problems in education. Systems for establishing education
vouchers have been proposed and supported by people of such diverse

ideologies as conservative economist Milton Friedman, socialist

sociologist Christopher Jencks, school finance reform lawyer John
Coons, and President Ronald Reagan. And yet, the education voucher
idea is probably the least understood of the many reforms proposed for
American schools in recent decades.

One cause for confusion is the unlikely alliance of ideologies behind
the idea, making it difficult to find a common nurpose or meaning in
the various proposals. Also, education vouchers have never been tried in

way, that were faithful to the plans of their sponsors, making it difficult
to sort fact from fancy when vouchers are discussed. In addition, a

number of different systems for establishing education vouchers have

been proposed, and each proposal would affect schools differently.
This fastback explores the important issues surrounding education

vouchers. What does the term "voucher" designate? How can we draw

meaningful comparisons among proposals that incorporate the voucher

idea in d:iferent ways? What voucher plans have been proposed for our
elementary and secondary schools, and by whom? What are the chief

claims of their sponsors? Who are their critics, and how do they re-

spond? What research has Len conducted on voucher plans?
This fastback examines two major efforts to implement education

vouchers in American schoc.1 systems, including the federal

government's attempts to launcit a voucher experiment in the early
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1910s. It will also discuss a more recent, unsuccessful campaign to im-
plement education vouchers in California through the voter initiative
process. These cases will serve to illustrate the controversies that arise
when .oruchers are seriously debated.

Education vouchers have proved to be a most resilient idea as
educators, scholars, and public leaders grone for ways to improve
schools. The rejuvenated cries for excellence in our schools heard in re-
cent months may bring forth additional pleas tr, voucher proponents
that their designs be gisen d chance to work. This writer does not sug-
gest that school voucher advocates arc necessarily right or wrong, but
rather that their proposals should be discussed in terms of the specific
claims made for voucher plans. Also, these discussions should take into
account the history of the voucher idea a history tided with lessons
for both public school critics and public school champions alike. And as
a result of discussion and debate, we will understand better what we can
and cannot know about :he likely effects of proposed voucher plans.
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The Basic Voucher Idea

In recent years, voucher plans have beim proposed that differ
dramatically in their purpose and in their specifics of implementation.
The best known of these plans are described in subsequent sections of
this fastback. But all voucher plans have in common a basic school
funding scheme that is very different from the way our public or private
schools are currently financed.

The basic voucher idea is simple. The government issues a voucher
directly to the pupil or the family to pay for the pupil's education. The
pupil or family selects a school and uses the voucher as payment for the
educational program provided. The school exchanges all vouchers it col-
lects in order to receive funds from the government.

A voucher scheme differs radically from our usual methods of fund-
ing and running American schools. Under our present system, we fund
school districts directly through appropriations from local, state, and
federal government. In contrast, voucher plans begin by funding the
pupils. Voucher schemes assume the availability of choices among a
variety of schools for children and their families. In public school
systems, children are usually assigned to schools according to where
they live, although about a th rd of the nation's pupils do have some
limited choices among public school offerings. Voucher plans regard the
indnidual school as an appropriate decision-making unit for providing
education in a community. .3ecause of this feature, under a voucher
plan a school's success will be determined by how many students it can
attract. Public schools do not exist in such a slate of jeopardy. A final
feature of most voucher plans is that private schools are also eligible for
public funds. Currently, we provide very little public funds to private
schools.

9



Understanding Voucher Proposals

Beyond the basic differences between voucher systems and exiac
schooi urganitation and finance patterns, trie voucher idea by itself says
almost nothing about how a voucher plan would work in practice.
Behind the simple funding scheme outlined above lie many questions
that must be answered before we can begin to assess the effect vouchers
would have on our schools or our children. To cite a few. What level of
government would administer the voucher plan? Which leveLi of educa-
tion would be included in these plans? How much would vouchers be
worth? Would both public and private schools be allowed to redeem
vouchers? And who would oversee the operation of the system? Whrl
these questions have been considered, it soon becomes apparent that
references to "the voucher system" have little meaning without a more
complete examination of the specific proposals.

in order to understand voucher plans, it is helpful to examine the
critical features that define them. For convenience. these critical
features are discussed below covering three areas: finance provisions,
regulatory provisions. and supplementary services provisions. With a
clear understanding of these critical characteristics, we can use them to
make predictions about the possible effects of voucher proposals.

!Immo. Provisions of Vourhtr Plans

'fhe finance provisions of voucher plans govern the flow of dollars
from sponsoring authorities to families and schools. Who pays for the
vouchers, what the voucher certificates are worth, and what other funds
in addition to vouchers may support schools are important

10



questions. In more detail, the important financial features of voucher
plans are:

Sources of Funding for Vouchers. Vouchers have been proposed at
one time or another for all government sources of school funding. The
most common voucher designs call for the transfer of existing ap-
propriations nor school operations (which are an amalgam from several
. ources) to some type of voucher fund. In other words, if a school
district spends $2,000 per pupil each year, then each pupil might receive
a voucher worth this same amount. This voucher could be funded by all
sources now contributing to the $2,000 level of spending.

Vouchers have also been proposed as an alternative way of providing
only basic funding from state and local sources. Such schemes might
allow for continued regular funding of state and federal categorical pro-
grams outside of the voucher system. Even more selective voucher
systems have been proposed, such as federal ,ubsidies for pupils with
specific needs, with the federal government as the source of funds.
(President Reagan has suggested this type of voucher plan, although
withnut being s..ry specific about programs or amounts.) Or a plan
could specify unique sources of funds, such as combinations of existing
taxes or special new tax levies, although the major plans proposed for
American schools do not go this fat.

The Size of the Voucher, The dollar amount attached to vouchers
would govern what the certificates can purchase. The value is therefore
absolutely critical for establishing what a voucher might accomplish in
terms of edwating a child, A $2,000 voucher in 1544 might obtain a rich
set of educational experiences for a typical tirst-grader, but it might sup-
port only a meager education for a high school sophomore. The same
$2,(X) voucher might more than adequately support a school with low
costs. such as one with only a basic education program and lowpaid
teachers. But it might only partially cover the resources needed for a
school facing high costs such as one serving children with CAceptional
needs. And if allowed, the same $2,000 voucher might inspire en-
trepreneurs to establish new private elementary schools (but not new
high schools) because of the lower costs of running an elementary pro-
gram. The point is that the types of educational opportunities available
to pupils in a voucher system will be very dependent on the size of the



vouchers available. And since improving schooling oppoi unities seems
to be the central agenda of voucher reformers, the :alue of the voucher
is a criticaf issue

l'oucheri to Pupil Char %lemurs. In addition to providing
basic support, the amount of the voucher might reflect such factors as
grade les el or .crying special needs students such as the learning disabled

and the phssically handicapped. To be able to serve all children ap-
propriately in a vt.ucher funded school system would require tying
voucher satins directly to pupil characteristics.

Permasihihty of Add-Ons to Vouchers. Schools may or may not be
restricte: accepting only vouchers for payment of fm. In the absence
of a prohibition against schoois charging their students more .*.an the
hasic value of the voucher, some parents would augment vouchers with
their own resources in order to purchase a more expensive education for
their childrer., The permissibility of add-ons would also affect the will-
ingness of private schools to participate in a voucher system. For in-
stance, a private school charging S3 (100 for tuition would he expected to
hase little interest in replacing those revenues with 52,000 vouchers if
parents wild not he charged the differer"e.

Hey ind this, the add-on provision has important consequences for
and schools in a voucher system. Permitting add-ons to

s ()Mier s would allow wealthier families to purchase rich educatip.ial ex-
pcnencts for their children. Families without available funds would be
restricted to those educational options that could be funded within the
dollar amounts set for vouchers.

Permasibihry of Grits to Schools. Even if add-ons are disallowed in a
soucher plan. parents might contribute extra resources to schools
through donations. Most existing private schools depend on this prac-
tux, and income tax deductions for gifts encourage them. As with add-
on., children from wealthier families would benefit from family gifts to
shook.

I he potential latitude of finance-related provisions of voucher plans
suggests Just how different the effects of the plans might be. Beyond the
sariations along financial lines is the important matter of creating a
system that ssotil..", administer a voucher scheme. A voucher issuing and
redemption authority would have to be established. If the vouchers are
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to vary in value according to pupil characteristics. a system that screens

pupils for releva.o attributes and delivers appropriately valued vouchers

to :hem would ire needed. Or if add-ons or gifts are prohibited by a

plan, a system of school audit controls would be necessary. It will

become apparent when we discuss actual plans that have been proposed

that they vary considerably in the nature of the control systems that

would carry out their provisions.

Regulatory Provisions of Voucher Plans

Most proponents of education vouchers suggest that schools to be

funded publicly through these plans should meet certain eligibility

criteria. The range of criteria calkd for in specific plans is very broad.

The most critical are:
Levels of Eligible Schools. Vouchers are most commonly proposed

for elementary and secondary schools. However, vouchers could be

confined to certain grade levels or to certain types of services such as

special or remedial instruction. Vouchers have also been suggested for

college students.

n'PeS of Schools. Voucher plans most commonly include both

public ano tavate schools as long as they meet eligibility criteria. Some

voucher plans are for school systems only (Mario Fantini 1973),

and one plan includes a kombined system of public and private schools

tsce the Coons/Sugarman plan).

Curriculum Requirements. A voucher plan may or may not spe.ify

curs ;culuni requirements for schools that participate. These re-

quirement, t,i : include particular insmictional offerings, a minimum

length of i.. day, or a rninimuro number of school days per year.

Specific standards and tests for the high school diploma could be

established. In addition, specific types of instruction may be disallowed

promoted, such as religious .!,,struction or teaching particular

ideologies.
Personnel Standards. Teaching certificates or college degrees may or

may not be required of teachers or other employees in participating

schools.
Admissions and Dismissal Procedures. Some voucher advocates sug-

gest that participating schools establish their own admissions criteria, as

13 13



private schools do now in the United States. Others advocate more open
admissions systei and lotteries where the number of applicants exceeds
available classroom seats. Pupil dismissal procedures may be left to the
discretion of individual schools an governed by specific policies in a
plan.

Other Rola luttoris. It should be apparent by now that a voucher plan
Invites w,de-ranging sorts of regulations. School governance policies,
physical facilities requirements, parent involvement mandates vir-
tually anything could he penned into a proposal. An interesting feature
of the Coons/Sugarinan plan, to be discussed in the next chapter, is the
express prohibition against adding regulations beyond those called for
in the plan itself. Thus we have a regulation against regulation!

Both the finance provisions and he regulatory provisions established
under voucher plans are dc:ailed and complex, and they raise a number
of questions that must he answered before (me can understand the likely
consequences of a given voucher proposal. As with finance provisions,
the regulatory provisions of voucher plans require a system of pro-
cedures and controls to ensure that regulations are followed and that
participating schools are actually eligible. Specifying how the regulatory
systems might be set up could be a part of a voucher plan: but more
often than not, the details of regulatory provisions are left to those who
would implement voucher schemes. Such omissions in the language of
spevitic proposals raise many questions about the effectiveness of the
various systems iind controls in practice.

Supplementary Services of Voucher Systems

In addition to finance and regulatory provisions, supplementary ser-

vice provisions, such as information and transportation, are often built
into voucher schemes.

Intrwmutton Provt.s.was. Information services arc regarded by some
voucher a:viaales as crucial to the success of a voucher scheme.
Because the selection of schools by pupils and their families is central to
education voucher plans, accurate and complete information gloat dif-
ferent school, is critical. As families weigh their alternatives, certain
aspects of schools are patently visible while others are more difficult to
judge and more susceptible to misunderstanding or misrepresentation.

14 1 4



For exampie, a fundamentalist Christian school exhibits in its name the

orientation of its program, as do other schools with particular institu-

tional affiliations. However, such aspects as curricular content,
methods of teaching. qualitications of staff, availability of resources,
and educational outcomes arc less obvious to would-be pupils and

pare 'ts.
Information systems incorporated into voucher plans may require

public disclosures by schools, specific information dissemination
strategies, or access to counselors. he ability of information services to
reach certain groups that would otherwise lack sufficient information to

make informed choices is of critical importance. Limited-English-

speaking families are one such group. Others include families that tend

to change residences often and therefore must repeatedly seek new in-
formation about schools. Those who lack job and housing stability are
also lilt -ly to need more information services than others.

Transportation Provisions. Transportation services are also thought
by some voucher advocates to be a prerequisite to fair access to schools

by all pupils. Transport provisions are incorporated into some, but not
all, voucher designs. Families that can afford private transportation or
public transit fares would probably have more school options within

their reach. Those who cannot afford transportation to schools are like-

ly to face a more restricted set of choices and would benefit less from a

voucher plan.
Provisions for both information and transportation services for

voucher plans are critical if school voucher plans are to dispense educa-

tion services equitably. in any attempt to reform the schools, we need to

understand just which pupils would benefit to what degree. As noted

above, existing voucher proposals attend to these services to different

degrees. Further, these supplemental services have financial conse-

quences that must be understood in relation to other financial provi-
sions. For example: Must transportation costs be borne by schools
within allotted basic voucher amounts? How much will adequate
transportation or information services cost? And how will these services

be funded?
Taken together, the array of finance, regulatory, and supplementary

Service features of voucher plans allows for a high degree of latitude for
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alternative vo..tcher designs. One cannot talk about "thc voucher plan"
without considering the details of a particular proposal. This we shall
now do through a :omparison of three of the most widely discussed
voucher plans.

16



Three Plans for Education Vouchers

Economist Milton Friedman first sketched the. application of the

voucher sys mi to our modern school system in the 1950s. Offered as

part of an extensive treatise on the importance of freedom in our socie-

ty, the voucher system proposed by Friedman did not provide much

detail for implementing the plan. Friedman was primarily concerned

with the inefficiencies of the public schools, the advantages of a com-

petitive system, and the values of freedom of choice for families se-

lecting wt. 3ols for their children.
A decade after Friedman proposed this voucher system, Christopher

Jencks, a sociologist working under contract for the U.S. Office of

Economic Opportunity, developed a highly detailed experimental design

for testing the effects-of a voucher system. Like Friedman, Jercks also

considered competition among schools to be a remedy for the mediocre

performance and unresponsiveness of the public school system. But

lerv:ks formulated his voucher prrft;osal in the late 1960s during a time

of extensive federal government interest in poor and minority children,

and his voucher proposal contains a strong emphasis on compensatory

education.
The most recent voucher proposal discussed in this fastback was pro-

posed by John Coons and Stephen Sugarman, two lawyers in Caliramia

who specialize in school finance reform. In the late 1970s, Coons and

Sugarman proposed a constitutional initiative for a state system of

education vouchers in California. The Coons/Sugarman initiative was

designed to overhaul the state's school funding system. Their initiative

stressed both the benefits of a competitive scheme and the inherent

fairness of the voucher system in contrast to the uneven per-pupil fund-

ing system that existed in California.
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We begin our di tssion of the Friedman, Jencks, and Coons/Sugar-
man voucher plans .vith some simple characterizations of each. But a
major distinction among these three designs lies in the format in which
they first appeared. Friedman's plan is a chapter that appears in one of
his books. Jencks' design was .ssued in hundreds of pages as a proposal
for a ft.ieral experiment. And the Coons/Sugarman plan was written as
a voter initiative.

The details of these plans in part reflect these differing formats.
Friedman concentrates on a fundamental framework for his system and
suggests a minimum of regulation and no supplementary services.
Jencks suggests many detailed provisions and guarantees. Coons and
Sugarman fall in between these treatments they are specific on critical
elements of their proposed system and leave 'much of the balance up to
the state legislature. Coons and Sugarman, our most recent voucher
sponsors, were constrained by having to tailor their design to the form
appropriate for a constitutional initiative.

To compare these three plans and to make informed speculation
about their effects requires a thorough examination of their principal
provisions for finance, regulation, and supplementary services. It is
from these features, and not in the stated rationales of their sponsors,
that supportable hypotheses about the cffects of specific plans can be
generated. The frstures of the three plans are summarized in Figure 1. A
more comple,e discussion of their detailed provisions follows.

Finance Comparisons

Thr Friedman plan calls for a uniform voucher for each elementary
and secondary school child. His plan does not specify sources of
revenue. but his design implicitly involves replacing existing subsidies to
schools %%all vouchers to pupils. Friedman's design allows add-ons to
vouchers. That i participating schools would be able to charge extra
fees beyond the value of the voucher, and parents could thus seek more
costly educational experiences than could be purchased witn a voucher
alone. Linde, the Friedman proposal, parents also would be permitted
to k.ontrihute funds to schools other financial features are discussed
in his bri-t sketch.



Issiares Friedman Jencks Coons/Susumu

Flamm
evils K 12 primarily

elementary
K-12

Amount basis subsidy basic subsidy
plus compensa-
tory subsidit

basic subsidy less
1047s. May vary
by pupil charac-
teristics

Source of funds all existing existing sources State of
sources plus special

federal experi-
ment funds

California

Add-Ons allowed disallowed unce:tain

Gifts
Others

allowed disallowed allowed
spending limita-
tion

Revokttios
Curriculum suggests very existing private

basic require-
ments

requirements school standards
(minimal)

Ideology no prohibitions no avowed
racist, anar-
chist schools

no prohibitions

Religion no prohibitions allowed for
private partici-
pants

allowed for
private partici-
pants

1,,nlawtul Asoviry disallowed disallowed disallowed

l'cr so^ nc! no requirements existing state
requirements

teachers must be
"capable of
teaching"

MAS loth skbools to
decide

Others

part lottery lottery

prohibition
against adding to
regulations

Supplementary Services

Information not mandated mandated mandated

Transportation not mandated mandated mandated

Figure I. A comparison of the education voucher plans proposed by Milton
Friedman, Christopher hacks, and John Coons sad Stephen Sassrnsan.
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The Jencks proposal, designed for elementary schools, contains
much more detailed and stringent finance provisions. As with Fried-
man, the basic voucher would reflect the cost of schooling. Since
Jencks' plan was a design for a proposed experiment without a specific
location, the actual value of the vouchers was to be determined by the
costs of schooling in the area chosen for the experiment. His plan calls
for supplementary federal funds, in addition to the regular district
funds, to be distributed through vouchers with extra funds going to
poor children. To apply Jencks' design outside of the experimental set-
ting, the transfer of existing funds for schools to a voucher fund is im-
plicit. Under the Jencks plan, schools would be permitted to obtain
funding from outside agencies, but they would not be allowed to charge
extra fees beyond the voucher. Private contributions to schools would
also not be allowed.

The Coons/Sugarman system proposed for California would extend
education vouchers to all elementary and secondary school children in
the state. California would fund these certificates essentially as it now
funds the operations of school districts, except that the slate per-pupil
subsidies would take the form of a voucher. (Since the passage of Prop-
osition 11 in 197$. public school funding is annually determined and ap-
propriated by the state legislature in California.) The value of the
voucher soruld he set .0 a level equivalent to 90070 of statewide per-pupil
osts T iie 900) stipulation was a suggestion by the sponsors that

voucher schools could thrive with less money than that allocated to the
public schools competition would compel some efficiencies. At the
time Coons and Sugarrnan proposed their measure, the value of each
education voucher would have been almost 52,000. Within this average
value, the proposal illehorires the legislature to create a scheme allowing
the value of vouchers to vary according to a variety of pupil
characteristics: grade level, curriculum, bilingualism, special needs and
handicaps, variations in local costs, the need to encourage racial
desegregation, or any other characteristic deemed important.

The Coons/Sugarman proposal's provision for parental add-ons to
vouchers is ambiguous the sponsors were adamant that add-ons were
harmed by the initiative's language, but some argued otherwise. The
plan does not prohibit gifts and contributions to schools by parents. The
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plan does specify a spending limitation for the entire state school system
that would remain in effect for seven years (this is an example of the
miscellaneous regulations that could go into a plan). The plan was to be
phased in over a four year period if enacted.

Reiulatons Comparisons

The Friedman plan calls for little regulation. It sets out no specific
currxulum requirements but suggests that they should be confined to
training in basic language and mathematics skills and civic values. His
plan contains no restrictions on a school's orientation toward ideology,
philosophy, politics, or religion. Also, it does not set personnel stan-
dards for schools, such as required certification of teachers. These stan-
dards would be left to the schools themselves. And finally, schools
would be allowed by Friedman to establish reit- own admissions prac-
tices, as private schools do currently.

In comparison, the Jencks proposal includes numerous regulations,
although the details of many of the requirements are left to those who
would implement his proposed experiment. First, schools participating
in the experiment would have to meet the various requirements of the
state and locale chosen for implementation, such as existing state regula-
tions concerning private schools. The plan would disallow participation
by schools with certain philosophical or political orientations (sL:h as
schools sponsored by avowed racist organizations), again with details
left for determination by a sponsoring agency. Schools would be subject
under the Jencks plan to existing school licensing standards governing
cur; iculum and personnel. School admissions policies would have to be
nondiscrim;oatory; and if a school is oversubscribed with applicants, a
lottery would he conducted for half of the available places. The school
could assign pupils to the other half according to its own criteria.

In order to be eligible to participate in the Coons/Sugarman system,
schools would be required to meet the laws currently governing cur-
riculum and personnel in California's private schools. These regulations
salt for a typical catalogue of curricular offerings, but they do not
specify any particular course organizations or methods. No minimums
are established for the length of a school day or school year. State cer-
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tification would not be required of teachers in schools participating in
the proposed voucher system.

!n addition to these basic standards of school eligibility. the

( (tons Sugarman plan has numerous other regulations and prohibitions

against establishing future regulations. Schools cannot be prohibited
from participation in the voucher plan because of their political,
religious, philosophical, or ideological affiliations. Schools are required
to maintain nondiscriminatory admissions policies with regard to race
and religion, but they can limit attendance to either sex. In cases where
the number of applicants exceeds available places in a school, a lottery
would govern admissions. Priority in admissions would be granted to
children of school employees and alumni and to siblings of currently
enrolled children.

In addition to the existing or newly developed private schools that
might seek to qualify for participation in the Coons/Sugarman system,
public school districts, colleges, and universities are invited by the plan
to establish voucher schools that would be subject only to those regula-
tions governing private participants. Also, parents are granted the right
to petition their local districts to force them to establish voucher
schools. Public school districts are further instructed by the initiative to
"accommodate family choice" in their pupil assignment and transfer
policies. And finally, collective bargaining rights were secured by the in-
itiative for teachers in all voucher schools, provided that the bargaining
unit's Jurisdiction would be no larger than the employing school.

Supplementary Services Comparisons

l'he Friedman plan provides for neither information nor transporta-
tion services. Hie Jencks plan provides elaborately for these services.
All children included in the Jencks plan would be offered free transpor-
tation if needed, and this would be funded by a central authority
established to administer and run Jenck's proposed experiment (i.e., the
federal government). Lacier the Jencks plan, schools would be required
to furnish results from standardized tests administered to pupils in order
to facilitate patent's informed choices among schools and to help
evaluate the experiment. Information regarding educational pros. dMS,
teachers' qualifications, and school facilities would also be made
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available to parents. In the actual experiment that resulted from the
Jencks proposal, information was disseminated extensively and regular-
ly throughout the district ty the media, mailings, and special
Lounselors.

In the Coons/Sugarman plan, both pupil transportation and infor-
mation services arc mandated. Transportation costs within "reasonable
limits" would be .ncluded in the dollar amount established for
souchers. Participating schools would be subject to "reasonable" infor-
mation disclosure requirements regarding curriculum and teaching
methods, personnel qualifications, resource utilization, and, if
legislated, pupil scores oil standardized tests. Independent sources
would be established to m/ :I special information nerds of pupils, in-
cluding the provision of counselors for limited - English- speaking

families. Schools are prohibited in this design from providing false or
misleading information to their wouldhe clients.
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Arguments About Vouchers, Pro and Con

The details of these three voucher plans suggest the sorts of
arguments that are made for and against education vouchers. Some of
the arguments surrounding voucher proposals apply generally to the
voucher idea itself, but some are raised in regard to specific features or
systems in a particular proposal. First we will examine thc general
arguments of voucher advocates and the arguments that apply more
specifically to each of the three plans outlined in the last chapter. Then
arguments against voucher proposals will be discussed.

Arguments for Education Vouchers

Sponsors of education voucher proposals seem to agree on the im-
portance of choice as a prerequisite to school improvement. They have
uniformly claimed that choice is tacking in our public school systems.
Friedman, Jencks, and Coons and Sugarman al' offer analyses and
prescriptions for competition among schools.

The Ills of Monopoly. The public schools are seen by voucher ad-
vocates as monopolistic enterprises. Their pupils are captive audiences.
Except for the few whose families can afford private options, pupils
must take what is offered to them in the way of schools. Complaints can
easily go unheeded and mistakes unrectified because teachers and school

administrators do not have sufficient incentives to respond. The
numerous avenues theoretically open to dissatisfied parents and citizens,
such as school board and legislative elections, petitioning processes, and
open hearings conducted by school boards, are all portrayed as either
sluggish or too remote to make decisions about individual children. In
addition, the monopolistic school system has the power to decide who is
qualified to teu,h, as well as what is to be taught, without much concern
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for what parents might feel is right for their children. Such monolithic
enterprises are ill-equipped to meet the great variety of needs among the

children they serve.
The Virtues of Competition. The voucher is advocated as a way of

injecting competition into our school systems. If pupils are offered
alternatives and are permitted to shop for schools, two positive out-
comes might follow. The first is that those who operate schools would
have strong incentives to do things that would attract students. Schools
that fail to meet their pupils' needs, in the eye-, of those pupils and their
families, would lose enrollments to their competitors. And in a voucher
scheme the loss of pupils would mean the direct loss of funds. Teachers
and administrators would become responsive in such a system, if only to
preserve their jobs. A second benefit of competition is also loiter!: If
pupil needs vary considerably or if individual children learn in different
ways and at different paces, they might end up in more appropriate
school settings through their own choices. The better matching of pupils
to school programs through a voucher system might improve education
for all involved.

Inherent Simplicity. Vouchers are proposed as a much simpler way
of funding schools than the current systems. Existing school district
funding typically involves a complex web of tax levies, appropriations
for multiple special orograms from several government levels, state
legislative formulas that were generated to accommodate partisan in-
terests, and so on. Administering the complex funding system requires

many regulations and several levels of bureaucracy. The voucher is pro-
posed as a much simpler way of granting an appropriate amount of sup-
port directly to the child. Schools would be funded to the degree to
which they attract their freely choosing clients. would result
from the elimination of many of the intermediate levels of school ad-
ministration in state and local systems.

Reduction of Bureaucracy and Overhead. Althoirbn the plans vary in
the amount of central administration needed to implement them,
voucher sponsors agree that tt.tre is too much higher level administra-
tion in the schools. If pupils are funded directly, much of the program
supervision and control in state, regional, and district offices might
become unnecessary. Such contrcil would be shifted to the pupils and
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their families, who could elect not to suppart unproductive or inap-
prrpnate schools.

Inherent fairness. Voucher plans suggest giving vouchers of equal
value to all students. This is embellished in some plans by tying the value
of vouchers to specific pupil nerds. This would resolve the long-
standing debate in the school fina;a:c reform agenda over the issue of
unequal pupil funding within states and even within school districts.
Funding per pupil varies by a factor of two or more in many states,
despite legislative and legal attempts to narrow such gaps. While
voucher proponents are rather silent about overcoming the evident
political resistance to such reforms, they do point out that a voucher
scheme could simply eliminate tt.e problem. Past finance patterns could
be replaced with a voucher mechanism; and if children and their needs
are the keystone of a finance scheme, it could be a fair one.

Importance of Private Innovation and Diversity. These arguments
fall in the same category as those for increased competition. One way to
make schools more competitive is to increase the alternative ways in
which children could be educated. Including private schools in a
voucher system is one way of doing this because private schools seem to
vary much more than their public counterparts in methods, organiza

nonal formats, and philosophies. Many voucher advocates suggest that
offering choices only among public schools would not amount to much
choice because of their similarity. Also, the preservation of diversity in
schools is claimed as a value in itself, a value that would be enhanced if
private schools were eligible for substantial public support.

Arguments Specific to Certain Plans or Sr Jnsors

in addition io the above arguments for voucher systems, Milton
Friedman argues consistently and veht. ..:ntly for the benefits of an
unfettered free market in our economic and educational lives. A
voucher plan meeting his standards would allow very minimal control
over participating schools because control would require government
regulation and the bureaucracy to carry it out. For the same reasons, he
would not advocate government provisions for transportation or
elaborate information services, because these also would require
bureaucracies. For Friedmail, more than for either of the other spon-
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SOTS, a voucher system represents a *ay to get the government out of
much of the business of schooling that is, out of all of it except the
basic support.

Christopher Jencks stresses the compensztory education potential of
an educat on voucher scheme. Among the possibilities for vouchers is
that of giving more money to economically or educationally disadvan-
taged children. We now do this indirectly in many of our schools
through federal and state compensatory education programs. A voucher
could have provisions built into it to enrich the instructional oppor-
tunities for needy children. Such a scheme could also save some of the
federal and state resourcn needed for administering compensatory pro-
grams, and it would keep the money closer to serving the needs of
children. Jencks suggests that information and transportation services
are essential for protecting the interests of poorer families in a school .
voucher system, and he is willing to tolerate the expense am!
bureaucracy needed to provide these services.

Coons and Sugarman have long been concerned about the fortunes
of the poor in California schools as well as in the nation; but they did
not advocate specific compensatory funding in their proposal. They do
suggest that the equal funding implicit in their scheme would be a big
advantage to poor families, who tend now to live in lower-spending
school districts. They also insist on transportation and information pro-
visions. They suggest that our efforts to integrate schools have not
worked very svell and that more voluntary integration would occur if all
pupils could choose their own schools. Finally, their plan has the unique
feature of placing a cap on the state's school expenditures a measure

designed to ensure that the new scheme would not cost any more than
current arrangements for California schools.

Arguments Oppo4ing Education VGuchers

Views opposing vouchers spring from many quarters. The opposition
is led, not surprisingly, by public school educators after all, it is their
institutions that are under the reformers' fire; and it is the control of
established educators that is so directly challenged by the idea of
vouchers. But teachers and administrators are 4y no means alone in
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voicing skepticism. The academic community, in addition to giving
birth to vouchers, has produced its share of opponents to the idea. Some

have questioned whether the central tenet of vouchers, educational

choice, would really produce equitable results and whether desirable

patterns of education and %loan/anon would follow. And many
spokespersons representing private schools and the children themselves

have ...at been supportive of voucher proposals.

Uncertainties of a Voucher Plan. Vouchers would definitely revolu-

twnkte the way educators do business, but many aspects of voucher
plans are unknown; they can only be imagined. Implementing details

have never been articulated fully by sponsors. And the reactions of
educators and fami',^s to actual as opposed to suggested conditions that

a voucher system would bring are impossible to predict with precision.

Many questions are raised: How many children would opt for what type

of schools? How often would pupils switch schools? Would vouchers
adequate's' cover individual pupil needs? If a new scheme retains some

existing public schools, how will they plan their operations from year to

year? How would a mercurial employment market work for teachers?

Would uncertainty drive teachers into tithe- professions? Would we be

subjecting our children to an irreversible experiment? How would things

be rectified if no one likes the r-.sults of a voucher system, particularly if

a constitutional provision has installed it? The unintended consequences

of voucher schemes have not been addressed.

Survival of the Common School. Public schools serve some impor-

tant public purposes that could be neglected in the organizational rear-

rangements implied by voucher proposals. % ocher advocates criticize

the schools for then uniformity and for their failure to deliver on their

promises, yet core purposes remain evident in our school system. In ad-

dition to developing cognitive skills and social attitudes needed by func-

tioning adults, schools strive to foster democratic ideals, develop an

appreciation of our pluralistic society, and serve to promote overall

bonding with our national heritage. Voucher critics suggest that an ex-

tremely decentralized system of voucher schools would lose its common

direction. Even if regulations called for the maintenance of a core cur-

riculum in voucher schools, their actual practices might be impossible to

oversee.
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Added Expense and Bureaucracy. While voucher proponents see
their schemes as simple, requiring less central administration, critics
argue that he costs of a voucher system would vary considerably ac-
cording to the features and services enacted by a voucher plan. An issu-
ing and redemption authority for vouchers would be needed. If
vouchers were valued according to particular pupil characteristics,
mechanisms for evaluating individual pupils would have to be estab-
lished. some bureau would be needed to certify schools on an individual
basis an inefficient prospect. Also, pupil transportation is an expen-
sive service and, if children are bused in different directions from each
neighborhood, the costs could be astronomical. Information systems
ire likely to succeed in direct proportion to their costs, and other ser-
vices provided by voucher systems might also result in higher costs. Im-
plementation costs have never been estimated with any thoroughness for
any of the voucher plans that have been suggested. For example, a 1984
voucher initiative in Colorado had its costs labeled "undeterminable" in
the official summary printed on petitions.

Potential Abuses, In a system where schools operate individually and
private entrepreneurs are encouraged, the potential for abuse is very
great. Will profiteers skimp on education and make themselves rich?
Would schools misrepresent their programs and qualifications? Would
required curricula be maintained? Would schools illegally discriminate
or otherwise violate individual rights? What size administrative system
would be needed to curb abuses? Would freedom of exit for pupils and
their families tend to control abuses, or would hucksters in search of
fast dollars repeatedl} wreak havoc with children's lives and the public's
money?

Social StratOcation. Critics argue that voucher systems would im-
pede efforts to mix children from different backgrounds in our
classrooms. Families might tend to place their children in schools with
pupils from similar economic, social, or ethnic backgrounds. Critics
who use this argument frequently refer to research that suggests that
families from different social classes vary considerably in the values they
would like stressed in their children's schools. Under a voucher plan
working class parents might choose to send their children to schools
that stress conformity, the ability to foliow instructions. punctuality,
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and other things valued in tht world of work. Upper-class parents and

professionals might seek schools for their children that would reinforce
creativity, independent and critical thinking, the questioning of authori-

ty, and other things valued by them. The result might be more stratifica-

tion by social class from generation to generation and less tolerance of

individual and group differences in our society.
Advantages to Elite'.. Critics argue that children from wealthier

households might gain more from vouchers than anyone else. First,

these parents are likely to be more sophisticated shoppersand ferret out

more detailed information about potential school choices. They also

would have more access to private and public transportation, thereby

widening the range of school choices available. And if they are allowed

to supplement their vouchers with private funds, their children would

have the benefit of better funded schools-
Public Support for Religious Instruction. Voucher proposals

generally call for the participation of existing private schools, most of
which are church affiliated. Critics argue that supporting religious in-
struction with public dollars would be unconstitutional tinder the First
Amendment. No education voucher system has yet come under scrutiny

for compliance with the First Amendment provisions relating to separa-

tion of church and state. If a plan were enacted, such a test would surely

precede its implementation.
More Control of Private Schools. A final objection to voucher pro-

posals is raised by officials in the private schools, who often are con-
sidered to be potential supporters of the idea. As participants, they

would stand to gain substantial public support for their operations, and

the families of their students would gain a substantir.I savings in tuition

costs. But the possibility that significant controls would accompany
public funding seems to deter some private school officials from sup-
porting the idea of vouchers. They apparently value their independence

and self determination.
Proposals for education vouchers and arguments pro and con are

pursued quietly in the literature. However, the debate has been at its

livehest during two recent periods wher. vouchers were seriously ad-

vanced as policy proposals for our schools. We now turn to these cam-

paigns.
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Attempts to Implement Voucheis

Vouchers have never been implemented in the ways envisioned by
Friedman, Jencks, or Coons and Sugarman; so the claims of education
voucher advocates remain untested, and the counterclaims of vouher
critics are still speculative. But both the extensive efforts of federal
government representatives to find a site for a voucher experiment and
the Coons/Sugarman campa.gn for their California initiative have made
the idea prominent among education reform strategies. And because of
these implement: 'ion attempts, many people with stakes in the nation's
schools have had an opportunity to evaluate the premises and prospects
of the idea.

Federal Vouchers: Who Wants an Experiment?

Protracted attempts by sponsors at the Office of Economic Oppor-
tunity (OEO) and the National institute of Education (N1E) to launch a
voucher experiment in the early 19705 fell far short of meeting the hopes
and expectations of its planners. Using the Jencks plan for a compen-
satory voucher scheme, the sponsors' major problem was finding a
school system in the nation willing to host the experiment. Most school
districts and interested officials who initially entertained the idea quick-
ly rejected it. Adding to the disappointment of those who hoped to learn
more from a voucher trial was that the only site eventually agreeing to
an experiment Alum Rock, California managed to secure terms
from the OEO that conformed more to Alum Rock's local agenda than
to the goals of the experimenters. The plan had been altered from its
original design in order to sell it, and it never tested some critical aspects
of voucher plans such as the implications of private schooi participa-
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ton. The experiment and attempts to secure additional sites were fur-
her undermined by the transfer of its sponsorship to the National

Institute of Education after President Nixon's 1972 decision to abolish
the 010. 1-he Nil was struggling with its own budget reductions and
uncertainties about its future, and its leadership was not enthusiastic
about inheriting someone else's grand scheme for education reform.
They had particularly little taste for ideas that were showing tendencies
to be expensive and unpopular. And finally, the energies of federal
voucher sponsors were dissipated in two near-misses for additional ex-
periment sites. Extensive feasibility studies and implementation negotia-
tions for voucher experiments in five school systems in New Hampshire
and in East Hartford, Connecticut, culminated in last-hour decisions by
the prospective hosts to cancel.

Two themes persist in these early efforts to establish a voucher plan:
the failure of the idea to develop a constituency and the conflicts em-
bodied in the nature of the voucher idea itself

The Missing ('onstituency for Vouchers

If anything stood between the federal planners and the execution of a
viable voucher experiment, it was the failure of the sponsors to muster a
constituency for the idea at the sites under consideration. The planners
and consultants were eager to try out their reform, but they failed to at-
tract the enthusiasm of more than a small minority of school officials or
families in the communities. In the few cases where planning actually
proceeded, including the eventual experiment in Alum Rock, support
came primarily from a handful of local ledders who like(' me idea and
were willing to exert pressure to carry it out.

The Alum Rock experiment was sponsored locally by the district
superintendent, William iefferds, who seized an opportunity to secure
additional resources for his poorly funded, minority-populated district.
He also believed that the model would help to decentralize decision
making in his 22-school district an objective he pursued independent-
ly of the voucher experiment. Teachers and administrators in Alum
Rock were atypical in the experience of the OEO's national search for a
host school system. They did not voice opposition at any time during
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negotiations with federal officials. They seemed to trust the superinten-
dent's instincts Ir. the matter, especially on the subject of added finan-
cial resources for their district.

he New Hampshire attempt for vouchers was also carried on the
shoulders of individual leaders. the promotion for the federal experi-
ment was led by an enthusiastic governor and state school superinten-
dent. A majority of members of the stlte board of education supported
a feasibility study for the Idea. But only after extracting promises of ex-
tra federal money. additional local discretion over the terms of the ex-
periment. and the right to hail out, did the five New Hampshire school
districts begin preliminary planning. All use districts eventually hailed
out. and the experiment never got off the ground in New Hampshire.

1 he remaining near miss for the 0E0 voucher experiment was in
Fast Hartford. Connecticut, where more widespread support for the
idea was generated than at any other site. The Connecticut legislature
was willing to adopt enabling statutes fur a trial, the East Hartford
superintendent and school committee chairman were strong supporters,
a maturity of school committee members were in line, and the teachers
were not opposed. Hut the school principals finally blocked the pro-
posed experiment, apparently because it represented a direct threat to
their authority in the school system.

the widespread disinterest beyond these active sites surely tells a
more representative story about the inability of the voucher idea to
develop a constituency. As Cohen and Farrar :lave suggested, the
voucher idea generally and the knas OF() plan specifically were born
in a "political vacuum." The sett nsois appeared to have acted without
evaluating the multiple sources of opposition and the apathy for their
Ideas.

he largest source of resistance the federal planners faced was in the
school bureaucracy itself. Any plan that was based on restructuring the
balance of power and authority between professional educators and
pupils and their families wo...ld have to reckon with the forces that
deride and legitimate that authority. As Cohen and Farrar state,
"Vouchers. of course, were not just any change: They would have re-
quired the renegotiation of all treaties binding a city school system
together" (p. 79).
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The prospect of renegotiating these terms would naturally raise anx-
ieties in all quarters of the system. From the point of view of the
established educators, it was surely better to retain the security of ex-
isting arrangements than to jeopatclize them for the sake of an untried
idea. Those fears were natural reactions to an idea that assumed that
there will be positive results from placing in jeopardy both teachers and
schools that do not successfully attract and retain pupils.

If the educators' reactions to vouciers did not come as a complete
surprise to federal voucher sponsors, the opposition registered by the
other potential interest groups probably did. After all, was it not the
children of poor and minority families who would be the primary
beneficiaries of the Jencks design? Would not they be expected to favor
the idea? And were not the private schools especially the Catholic
schools, many of which were facing severe financial hardships poten-
tial supporters for vouchers? The answer was largely no.

Those who were considered to be a potential constituency for
vouchers evidently saw more to question than to praise about voucher
projects, Concerns raised by a number of gr.-nips no doubt contributed
to the 00's difficulty in organizing an experiment. The positions
taken by the intended constituencies suggest a rocky political future for
vouchers.

Cathohrs. the Catholic schools were crucial to Jencks and the OEO
experiment because they were already the principal providers of private
alternatives to public schools in the urban settings considered important
by the sponsors. When the OEO searched for voucher supporters, the
Catholic schools were nearing the bottom of a steady 10-year loss of
pupils and schools, resulting primarily from financial pressures within
the church coupled with increasing reliance on costly lay staff. The pros-
pect of government dollars may have been attractive in their predica-
ment. but the concerns raised by the voucher proposal seemed to
outweigh the prospect of a financial windfall. The most important prob-
lem in the eyes of Catholic school officials seemed to have been the issue
of control. That public regulation would follow public dollars into the
Catholic school systems was the natural assumptio of school officials,
and the details of the Jencks design did not allay their fears that govern-
ment would become a meddlesome partner in their schools. The
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Catholics did maintain their consistent lobbying throughout this time
for "cleaner" types of aid, such as an income tax credit, which would
direct government aid toward the parents and not toward the schools
themselves (see fastback N I KM Tuition Tax Credits: Fact and Ficiton).

It is not clear whether the constitutional issues surrounding public
vouchers for church schools were a factor in Catholic schools' unwill-
ingness to support the idea. Catholic school officials may have preferred
to expend their political resources on a less intrusive type of assistance,
such as tax credits, with hopes for more sympathy from the courts in a
constitutional challenge. In any case, they undoubtedly anticipated both
state and federal constitutional battles in order to participate in a public
soucher system. And given their reservations about the idea anyway, the
public and political struggle would probably not have been undertaken
eagerly

.Son offrhaled Private Schools. No evident e of organized response
from other types of private schools is evident in the analyses of the OE()
experiment

('rvil Rights (froups lacks adopted a consistently skeptical stance
toward voucher experiments aimed at their school systems. Their op-
position stemmed directly from recent experiences in the South, where
whites were establishing segregated academies as a response to the
forced integration of schools ri the 19fiOs. Any plan that offered whites
a chance to flee, even though offering blacks the prospect of their own
educational choices, sounded worse than the existing school situation',
faced by blacks. Further, the voucher proposal was offered by the
Nixon -Agnew administration, which was publicly opposed to busing
children for school dcsegrceation. Naturally this aroused the suspicions
of the hlack community regarding the federal reform program.

he Poor I he interests of the poor were central to the Jencks
soucher design extra money would be provided in vouchers for
children from economically disadvantaged families and the schools
were supposed to respond with renewed concern to their educational
noels lint the poor never ruse to support the ideas of the (n-o voucher
ewvilmcm prohabls because they ere not organized into power blocs
hat wide! articulate and promote their interests.
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Labor. Teachers were the only outspoken labor group during
negotiations for voucher experiments, and they were almost universally
opposed to the idea. For example, the California Teachers Association,
the state NU A affiliate. bitterly fought the incipient Alum Rock experi-
ment and used its influence to impede legislation designed to facilitate
the pilot program. American Federation of Teachers President Albert
hanker was a steady opponent, decrying the notion of experimenting

with children on a large scale by instituting irreversible changes in urban
school &sums for the sake of research. Ewen in Alum Rock and the
other districts where serious consideration was given to experiments,
teachers were not active allies of the experimenters .-- they simply did
not oppose their efforts.

The organwed response to the voucher experiment was almost
universally negative. Those groups with established economic interests
in the school system teachers and administrators were not willing
to risk their positions for the purposes of an experiment. Parent
organwations were no: convinced that the plan would advance the in-
terests of their children And there was no outpouring of sentiment Ilia
the existing overall condition of urban schools, or of the public schools
generally. warranted the application of such a drastic remedy as that
proposed by Jencks and the 0E0.

[he Conflicting Concepts of Vouchers

The campaign for the OF() voucher plan suffered from an internal
contradiction. Jencks had forged an unlikely marriage of ideas in his
OE() voucher design. Friedman had sketched the basic education
voucher principle as a way of applying the logic of free-market competi-
tion to the schools. The public school monopoly would be forced to
submit to their newly empowered clients or lose them to public or
private competitors. Jencks adapted this rationale into his design but
modified it by adding extra vouchers and extra support services for
economically disadvantaged children. Jencks had two objectives: first to

improve alt schools through market incentives, and second to
redistribute educational resources in the direction of the urban poor.

While both of these objectives may have warranted public support in
the abstract, few people believed that any one voucher scheme was likely
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to accomplish both. Instead, it seemed to have created doubts about
whether either outcome school improvement or compensatory gains

would ever result from vouchers. Free-market advocates questioned
the bureaucracy and social engineering implied by parts of the Jencks
design. At the opposite pole, critics questioned the ability of a free
market to extend catch-up benefits to the poor and minorities. In sum,
the Jencks plan appeared to contain unsavory provisions no matter
where one stood on educational reform.

There was some useful information coming out of the 0E0-
sponsored experiment in Alum Rock. Gary Bridge (1978), a researcher
on the Rand Evaluation of the Alum Rock experiment, has suggested
that school location, and not program, was the primary concern of
parents relative to school choices that eventually became available at
Alum Rock. He also found that parents varied predictably by
socioeconomic status in the degree to which they felt adequately in-
formed about the experiment in their district. That is, the higher the
socioeconomic status of the parents, the more likely they were to be
aware that the experiment was underway. Denis Doyle (1977), concludes
that vouchers proved their workability at Alum Rock and that substan-
tial numbers of pupils availed themselves of school options in the
district.

But Alum Rock did not represent a true test of Jencks' voucher idea.
The absence of private schools, the highly charged experimental at-
mosphere (with its attendant monitoring and evaluating), and the
homogeneity of the lowcrmiddleclass suburban community all af-
fected the experiment and prevented valid generalizations about how
souchers would really work.

The Coons/Sugarman Proposal and Campaign

Beyond the OW efforts at Alum Rock in the early 1970s, the only
sustained attempt to implement education vouchers in the Unitd States
occurred in California between 1978 and 1980. Law professors John E.
Coons and Stephen D. Sugarman of the University of California crafted
a voucher plan for California schools in the form of a constitutional
amendment. Despite the campaign's high visibility and the unques-
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tamed credentials of it sponsors (they were key figures in the landmark
Serrano s. Priest school finance ease). it fatted miserably. The petition
drive fell tar short of delivering the signatures needed to place the

on ttie ballot
The campaign for vouchers in California began in the fall of 1978.

nearly a decade after OEO's initial search for an experiment and a year
after the five-year Alum Rock voucher trial came to an end. John Coons
and Stephen Sugarman created a sponsoring organization called Educa-
tion By Choice (UK), which consisted of little more than a group of ad-
visors who met with Coons periodically during the campaign. EBC
maintained neither an office nor a paid campaign staff.

The campaign for the initiative coincided with the publication of
Coons and Sug,arman's book. Education by Choice (1978). This docu-
ment provides an elaborate rationale for expanding family choice in
public education, the key arguments of which became the basis of their
campaign. The overarching claim of these .ponsors was the virtue of a
more pluralistic system of schooling than the one currently embodied in
the public schools; Coons and Sugarman prefer that a far greater part of
what children receive in their education reflects the individual aspira-
tions. cultures, and preferences of their families. In their book they
develop the traditional economic arguments for vouchers. They also
discuss social concerns surrounding choice and education vouchers, par-
ticularly concerns over racial integration; and they present arguments
for voluntary forms of integration as opposed to forced pupil
reassignments The importance of the hook in the campaign is hard to
assess it probably was read by only the nw'e academically inclined
persons in the potential audience.

I he initial goal of the campaign was to qualify the measure for the
ballot, which required more than a half million signatures of registered
voters (representing about 8cro of those who actually vote in California's
general elections,. The ballot *as to be held in June 1980; under C alifor-
ma law this meant th:-. petitions had to be counted and certified by state
officials by February 1980. Under stale law, initiative petitioners are
allowed 150 days in which to wilco signatures; this required Coons and
Sugarman to beg; i their signature drive no later than August 1979 in
order to have I so Jays to collect signatures and still meet the deadline.
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The 10 months between the announcement of their intentie:4 and

the start of the petitioning process was an intriguing and active part of
the Coons Sugarman campaign. Numerous successive drafts of the plan

were circulated by t imms and discussed in public forums. (Sugarman at

this time was out of the voutors on sabbatical.) Comment and criticism

began to appear in both the mass media and academic journals. It was

the 22nd known draft that became the official version of their plan in

the summer of 1979,
oons' strategy was to expose his ideas to virtually anyone with in-

terest in the schools and to gather reactions from his potential allies and

toes in the political arena. He made more than 100 public appearances

during this time. most of them at regional or state meetings of organiza-

tions representing factions in the school system public school

employee and trustee groups, private school associations, church

groups, taxpayer organizations, parent groups, and groups representing

various types of pupils all before his plan reached its final draft.
The outcome of all these efforts was a bitter disappointment to the

voutlier initiative's sponsors. Few volunteers signed on to boost the
,ampaign No endorsements came from the school and family organiza-

tions approached during the petition drive. And the measure did not

come close to qualifying for the ballot. In retrospect, Coons and Suipar-

mall WW1 to have (acrd the same sort of resistance found by federal
somber planners a de.ade before. Beyond the core of reformers
cultivating the idea, the initiative had trouble finding supporters,
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Conclusions

What we know about education vouchers is undoubtedly less than
we would like to know. We cannot foresee with any clarity the
manifestations of any voucher scheme five years after it is implemented.
In pan, this is because voucher plans relegate implementing details to
various authorities, and in part because many outcomes would depend

on human and institutional reactions to new events. But wP can sort
through some important issues latent in the current status of education
voucher reform ideas.

Most important, we must recognize that a variety of designs and ob-
jectives have been categorized as vouchers; so it is essential that we
distinguish between the voucher idea, per se, and the disparate plans
that include it. This writer suggests examining voucher schemes for their
critical dimensions of finance, regulation, and supplementary services in
order to draw meaningful distinctions,

Milton Friedman, Christopher Jencks, and John Coons and Stephen
Sugarman, hr principal architects of education vouchers for American
schools, all seem wedded to the advantages of a competitive
marketplace for schools and to the salutary simplicity of the voucher
mechanism for school funding. In presenting their designs, these per-
sons have been largely negative about the efficiency and equity of cur-
rent public schools and uniformly pessimistic about the ability of our
schools to improve through more conventional efforts. However, thew
sponsors differ dramatically in the degree to which the interests of the
disadvantaged must be protected in a voucher scheme by means of such
devices as compensatory aid, admissions regulations, and provisions for
transport-ition and information services.
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Opponents of vouchers are legion. Uncertainties surround the very
nature of voucher schemes; and doubts are expressed about the
bureaucracies needed to administer the schemes, the costs of included
services, and the sorts of regulations to which schools and pupils might
ultimately he +uh le fed slime (moo question the ability of disadvan-
taged children to benefit from voucher proposals, and they find
vouchers to be elitist schemes. Some suspect that individual schools

ou Id become more homogeneous and society more divided under such
proposals. And the maintenance of church-state separation is a major
concern of many skeptics.

Arguments on both sides raged furiously when the federal govern-
ment attempted f,o institute the voucher experiment in the early 1970s
and when the school voucher initiative was proposed in California at the
end of the decade. The limited experiment that did occur at Alum Rock
was not a source of major insight in the voucher debate because of its
restricted terms.

The major questions about voucher proposals that remain are
whether the risk and uncertainties of vouchers are worth taking,
whether the schools are too intransigent to respond to political pressure,
or whether there as s:.:,h more ro credit in our existing schools than
voucher advocates acknowledge.

This writer concludes .that the education voucher is a resilient idea,
but one with limited appeal in the United States. But if ,chool improve-
ment is as elusive in the coming years as it has been in the past, renewed

cries for vouchers will be heard. If our concerted push for educational
excellence falls far short of public hopes, new converts to radical
reforms such as vouchers may he won. And if the past serves as our
guide, the debate will continue along the lines outlined here.
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